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We present a new method for integrating hierar hi al levels
of detail (HLOD) with o lusion ulling. The algorithm renes the HLOD
hierar hy using geometri riteria as well as the o lusion information.
For the renement we use a simple model whi h takes into a ount the
possible distribution of the visible pixels. The traversal of the HLOD
hierar hy is optimized by a new algorithm whi h uses spatial and temporal oheren e of visibility. We predi t the HLOD renement ondition
for the urrent frame based on the results from the last frame. This allows an e ient update of the front of termination nodes as well as an
e ient s heduling of hardware o lusion queries. Compared to previous
approa hes, the new method improves on speed as well as image quality. The results indi ate that the method is very lose to the optimal
s heduling of o lussion queries for driving the HLOD renement.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Intera tive visualization of omplex models omprising millions of polygons is
one of the fundamental problems in omputer graphi s. In order to a hieve intera tive rendering of su h models, the amount of pro essed data has to be substantially redu ed. Level-of-detail methods allow aggressive redu tion of the amount
of data sent to the GPU at the expense of sa ri ing image quality. Parti ularly,
hierar hi al level-of-detail (HLOD) methods proved apable for intera tive visualization of huge data sets by pre omputing levels-of-detail at dierent levels
of a spatial hierar hy. HLODs support out-of- ore algorithms in a straightforward way, and allow an optimal balan e between CPU and GPU load during
rendering [1℄.
An orthogonal approa h of redu ing the amount of rendered primitives is
o lusion ulling [2℄. O lusion ulling methods aim to qui kly ull the invisible
part of the model and render only its visible part. In order to a hieve this task,
most re ent methods employ hardware o lusion queries (HOQs) [3,4℄.
The ee ts of HLODs and o lusion ulling an be ee tively ombined [5,6℄.
Moreover, it was shown that HOQs an also be used to drive the HLOD renement [7℄. In this ase, the o lusion queries allow more aggressive ulling of the
HLOD hierar hy, further redu ing the amount of rendered primitives. However,
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due to the laten y between issuing a HOQ and the availability of its result, the
dire t use of HOQs for renement riteria auses CPU stalls and GPU starvation.
In this paper we introdu e a novel traversal algorithm for HLOD renement
driven by HOQs. The algorithm minimizes CPU stalls and GPU starvation by
predi ting the HLOD renement onditions using spatio-temporal oheren e of
visibility. As a result, it provides substantial speedup over previous methods
while maintaining omparable image quality.

2

Related Work

Rendering very large models has re eived serious attention in re ent years.
Among other te hniques, HLOD-based methods proved e ient for handling
these datasets. HLOD systems either use polygonal representation of LODs [8℄,
point-based representations [6℄, or a ombination of both [9℄. They ommonly
employ a s reen spa e error (SSE) to drive the HLOD renement [8,5℄. As an
alternative, Charalambos [7℄ proposed the virtual multiresolution s reen spa e
error (VMSSE) whi h also onsiders the degree of o lusion.
O lusion ulling methods are another popular te hnique for handling large
models [2℄. Re ent methods employ HOQs mainly due to their e ien y and
simpli ity. The main goal of the re ent te hniques is to ope with the laten y
between issuing the query and availability of its results as well as redu ing the
number of issued queries [3,4℄.
The ombination of o lusion ulling and dis rete LODs was addressed by
Andújar et al. [10℄, who introdu ed the on ept of hardly visible sets. In the ontext of view-dependent LOD El-Sana et al. [11℄ proposed ell solidity values with
the same purpose in mind. Gobetti et al. [6℄ presented a method for integrating hardware o lusion queries into an HLOD-based system. This method opes
with the query laten y by using temporal oheren e as proposed by Bittner et
al. [3℄. It does not, however, exploit the results of HOQs for driving the HLOD
renement.
Charalambos proposed a dierent method whi h also integrates o lusion
ulling into an HLOD-based system, and it additionally exploits the results of
HOQs to drive HLOD renement using the VMSSE [12℄. In order to minimize
the ee t of laten y of HOQs, this te hnique performs several simpli ations,
whi h may degrade the visual quality as well as the performan e of the resulting
algorithm. Moreover, these ee ts are more noti eable in the ase of s enes with
higher depth omplexities [12℄. In this paper we fo us on these problems and
propose an optimized method for e iently s heduling the o lusion queries,
whi h improves both the running time as well as the visual quality ompared to
the previous methods.

3

Integrating HLODs and HOQs

This se tion overviews the problem of integrating HLODs and HOQs, and briey
des ribes previous approa hes. We rst des ribe the visibility-based traversal of
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an HLOD hierar hy and then we fo us on the omputation of the visibility-based
HLOD renement riterion.

3.1 Visibility-Based HLOD Traversal
The HLOD algorithm re ursively traverses the hierar hy starting at the root
node. At every traversed node it evaluates a renement ondition. If this ondition indi ates that the node should be rened, the traversal ontinues with
the hildren of the node. Otherwise, the traversal terminates and the LOD asso iated with the node is rendered. The set of nodes where the renement stops
forms the front of termination nodes. The renement ondition ommonly uses
the SSE, whi h orresponds to the proje tion of the model spa e error onto the
s reen [8,5℄. The SSE for the given node is ompared to a user-dened threshold
given in pixels (τ ), known as pixels-of-error [5℄.
The HLOD algorithm an be improved by integrating o lusion ulling into
the traversal of the hierar hy. Firstly, we an ull nodes whi h are ompletely
invisible [6℄. Se ondly, for visible nodes we an use the results of HOQs in the
renement ondition. This an be a hieved by using the VMSSE [12,7℄, whi h
modulates the SSE using the result of the HOQ.
By using the VMSSE we an redu e the number of rendered primitives. However, the HLOD renement be omes dependent on the result of the HOQ, whi h
is not readily available at the time when the renement riterion is evaluated,
due to the laten y between issuing the HOQ and the availability of the result.
Waiting for the result of the query would ause a CPU stall and in turn a GPU
starvation. A way to ope with this problem is to predi t the result of the HOQ
and use the predi ted value in the evaluation of the renement ondition. If the
predi tion were perfe tly orre t, we would only stop the renement where it
would have been stopped if the result of the query had already been available. A
simple predi tion method whi h uses the pro essing order of the nodes has been
proposed by Charalambos [12℄. However, this predi tion is rather simplisti and
ina urate, leading to two main drawba ks: (1) When the predi tion is too onservative, more nodes get rened and in turn more primitives are rendered, (2)
when the predi tion is too aggressive, the node is rendered, but the same node is
then also rened when the result of the query is available. That means that the
rened hildren are rendered together with their parent, whi h an ause visual
artifa ts.
In order to ope with this problem, our new algorithm predi ts the renement
ondition based on the riteria determined in the previous frame. The predi tion
is used to de ide whether to immediately rene the node or stop the renement,
or delay the de ision till the result of the query be omes available.

3.2 Virtual multiresolution s reen spa e error
The lassi al HLOD renement riterion is based on the SSE whi h bounds the
error of proje ting the simplied geometry onto the s reen. The SSE only onsiders the distan e of the obje t from the viewpoint, and disregards the o lusion
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of the obje t. However if the obje t is largely o luded, we most likely do not
per eive subtle details in the remaining visible part of the obje t. This suggests
that the omputed SSE ould be redu ed if o lusion is onsidered [10,7℄.
In this paper we use a modi ation of the VMSSE proposed by Charalambos [7℄. This method evaluates the relative visibility µ, whi h is the ratio of
uno luded pixels to the number of pixels an obje t proje ts to. The number of
uno luded pixels is omputed by an HOQ, while the number of proje ted pixels
is al ulated analyti ally.
The method presented in [7℄ used the relative visibility µ to s ale the SSE
linearly. However a simple linear s aling of SSE might lead to visual artifa ts
be ause it does not take the possible distributions of visible pixels into a ount:
For larger relative visibility, it is likely that larger visibility windows appear,
whi h make errors due to de reased LOD levels more per eptible. A proper way
for handling this issue would be to analyze the distribution of visible pixels in
onjun tion with visual masking analysis. However both te hniques would be
too ostly for evaluating the HLOD renement riterion in real time. A simple
model whi h aims to ree t the possible lustering of visible pixels was proposed
in [13℄. It assumes that the likelihood of larger visibility windows to appear is
proportional to relative visibility µ, and therefore modulates the SSE using a
sigmoid bias fun tion B(µ) (see Figure 1-a):
V M SSE = Bs,t (µ) · SSE,

(1)

where the bias Bs,t (µ) is a fun tion of µ with user-dened parameters s and t.
t ∈ [0, 1] is the movable turn over point and s ∈ [0, 1] is the smoothness. The
loser the movable turn over point t is to 0, the more onservative the SSE modulation is, i.e. the SSE will be modulated strongly just if only a few uno luded
pixels exist. The smoothness parameter s linearly interpolates between µ and the
unsmoothed sigmoid. Parti ularly, if s = 0 then the sigmoid fun tion be omes
equal to relative visibility (µ).

a) Sigmoid bias fun tion Bs,t (µ) used to ompute the VMSSE. In the yan
region (µ ≤ t) the fun tion provides aggressive s aling, while in the blue region (µ > t)
the s aling is rather onservative. The s value is used to ontrol the smoothness of
the urve. b) Candidates for update of the front of termination nodes. In red we show
nodes for whi h renement has stopped for all its hildren. In blue we show nodes one
level below the termination nodes
Fig. 1.
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Coherent HLOD ulling algorithm

This se tion des ribes the proposed HLOD ulling algorithm. We rst des ribe
the omplete traversal algorithm and then we fo us on its ru ial part, whi h
predi ts the HLOD renement ondition by using temporal oheren e.

4.1 Visibility-based HLOD traversal
The aim of our new algorithm is to perform e ient traversal of the HLOD
hierar hy while using visibility information to drive the HLOD renement. A
naive algorithm would issue an o lusion query for every traversed node, wait
for its result, ompute the renement ondition, and de ide whether to des end
the hierar hy. Waiting for the result of o lusion is ostly as it stalls the CPU and
in turn auses GPU starvation. Our algorithm solves this problem by predi ting
the renement riterion using temporal oheren e of visibility. When pro eeding
from one frame to the next, it is most likely that renement will stop at the
same set of nodes where it has stopped in the previous frame. The ex eptions
are when renement is shifted up or down from the urrent level of the node due
to a hange in its VMSSE.
Our oherent HLOD ulling algorithm pro eeds as follows: we start the
traversal of the HLOD hierar hy at the root node. At ea h traversed node, we
predi t the renement ondition for the node based on the renement onditions
and the results of o lusion queries from the previous frame (the predi tion will
be des ribed in detail in the next se tion). The predi tion indi ates one of the
following a tions: (1) rene, (2) stop renement, or (3) delay the de ision to the
moment when the visibility of the node for the urrent frame is known.
In ase (1), the hildren of the node are traversed by putting them in the
priority queue. In ase (2) and (3), we issue a HOQ for the node and put it in
the query queue. In ase (2), we also render the geometry asso iated with the
node immediately and stop the renement. In ase (3), we delay the pro essing
of the node until the result of the HOQ be omes available in the query queue.
The de ision is then made using the updated information about the visibility of
the node: If the node is invisible, it is ulled. If the VMSSE is lower than the
threshold, renement stops and the geometry of the node is rendered. Otherwise
the renement ontinues by inserting the hildren of the node in the priority
queue.
The new traversal algorithm is outlined in Figure 2. Note that the dieren es
to the traversal algorithm of Gobetti et al. [6℄ were olorised. Also note that the
fun tion CalcSSE() omputes the node SSE [8℄, whi h is a qui k operation.

4.2 Predi ting the HLOD renement ondition
The ru ial part of the new method is the predi tion of the renement ondition
based on the relative visibility. As stated in the previous se tion, the predi tion
suggests either rene, stop, or delay. Let us rst analyze the onsequen es of
these a tions for the traversal algorithm:
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PriorityQueue.Enqueue(hierar hy.Root);
¬PriorityQueue.Empty() ∨ ¬QueryQueue.Empty() do
while ¬QueryQueue.Empty() ∧ (ResultAvailable(QueryQueue.Front()) ∨

while

PriorityQueue.Empty())

do

node←QueryQueue.Dequeue();
visiblePixels←GetO lusionQueryResult(node);
if visiblePixels> 0 then
PullUpVisibility(node);
µ ← visibleP ixels/BBoxP ixels(node);
node.bias ← Bs,t (µ);
VMSSE ← node.bias*CalcSSE(node);
node.stopRenement ← VMSSE ≤ τ ;
Traverse(node);

if

¬PriorityQueue.Empty() then
node←PriorityQueue.Dequeue();
if

InsideViewFrustum(node)

then

stopMode←Predi tRenement(node);
node.stopRenement ← ¬(stopMode=Rene);
node.visible ← false;
node.lastVisited ← frameID;
if

if

node.stopRenement

then

IssueO lussionQuery(node);
QueryQueue.Enqueue(node);
¬(stopMode=Delay)
Traverse(node);

then

Traverse(node);
if

node.stopRenement
Render(node);

then

else

PriorityQueue.EnqueueChildren(node);
Fig. 2.

Coherent HLOD Culling

 Rene. The hildren of the node are traversed immediately. No HOQ nor

rendering is performed for the urrent node. If it turns out that the predi tion
was too onservative (it a tually might have stopped for the urrent node)
we end up rendering more geometry than ne essary.
 Stop. An HOQ is issued and the node is rendered immediately. When the
result of the query is available we ompute the VMSEE of the urrent node.
If the predi tion was too aggressive, we have to ontinue by traversing the
hildren of the node. Note that in this ase we end up rendering geometry
of (some) hild nodes over the geometry of the parent node, whi h in reases
the rendering ost and an also lead to visual artifa ts.
 Delay. In this ase wait for the result of the query to de ide on the renement
ondition. Thus for a node whi h was delayed and for whi h renement
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should have stopped we have indu ed a laten y in passing its geometry to
the GPU.
From this analysis we designed a predi tion te hnique whi h aims to minimize the
number of in orre t predi tions by assuming oheren e of the front of termination
nodes. It primarily aims to predi t either rene or stop onditions with high
a ura y. If we expe t a stop ondition, but with lower onden e, the predi tor
returns delay. We also return delay for nodes whi h have been previously invisible
and thus we expe t the renement will terminate without rendering the geometry
of these nodes. The main idea of the predi tion is to estimate the VMSSE by
ombining the SSE of the urrent frame with the a hed bias values from the
previous frame:
V M SSEiest = SSEi ∗ biasi−1
(2)
The predi tion works as follows (see also the pseudo ode in Figure 3):

 Node was invisible in the previous frame. In this ase the predi tion returns
delay.
 Renement stopped for the node in the previous frame. We al ulate V M SSE est ,
and if it is still below the threshold, the predi tor returns stop. Otherwise,
a signi ant hange in the node visibility has o urred and the predi tor
returns rene.

 The node was rened in the previous frame, but renement stopped for all
its hild nodes. In this ase, the node is a good andidate for pulling up

the termination front (see the red node in Figure 1-b). We verify this by
rst he king whether renement for all hildren would still stop in the urrent frame based on their estimations V M SSE est . If any of these indi ates
ontinue renement, then the predi tor returns rene. Otherwise, sin e the
node itself doesn't have a a hed bias value, we approximate biasi−1 for the
node by taking the average a hed bias from all hildren. If the resulting
V M SSE est is above the threshold, the predi tor returns rene. Otherwise
the predi tor returns delay.

5

Results and dis ussion

We implemented the proposed algorithm using C++ and OpenGL under Linux.
The HLODs use an o tree with a single dis rete LOD per node onsisting of
about 2000 triangles. We used the quadri error metri [8,5℄ to onstru t the
HLODs and to derive the model spa e errors. For e ient a hing of the geometry on the GPU, we employed vertex buer obje ts. The measurements were
performed on two s enes with dierent depth omplexities. For all tests we used
a resolution of 640*480 pixels and the error threshold τ = 1. The tests were
evaluated on a PC with Intel-Core 2 Duo (2.4GHz) and nVidia GeFor e 8800
GTX.
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if
if

¬(node.lastVisited=frameID-1) ∨ node.visible=false then
return Delay;
¬node.stopRenement then
andidateToShiftUp ← true;
forall hild ∈ node. hildren do
if ¬ hild.stopRenement ∨ ¬( hild.bias*CalcSSE(child) ≤ τ )
andidateToShiftUp ← false;
if

andidateToShiftUp then
if AvgBias(node. hildren)*CalcSSE(node) ≤ τ
return

else if

Delay;

node.bias*CalcSSE(node) ≤ τ
Stop;
Rene;

then

then

then

return
return

Fig. 3.

Fun tion P redictRef inement(node)

5.1 Tests
We have used two s enes with middle and high depth omplexities, respe tively
named as s ene 1 and s ene 2 (see Figure 5). For ea h s ene we have designed
a session representing typi al inspe tion tasks. Depending on the traversal algorithm and the metri used to rene the hierar hy, we have evaluated the following
s enarios:

 Bool: the hierar hy was traversed with the oherent ulling algorithm version
of Gobetti et al., [6℄ (see Se tion 2). For this method we used the SSE metri

for HLOD renement, i.e., HOQs were used as if their result were boolean.
Note that this onguration gives the ideal image quality for our tests.
 SW (B): the hierar hy was traversed with the hierar hi al stop-and-wait
method referen ed in Bittner et al. [3℄, using VMSSE to rene the hierar hy. (B) stands for using the Bs,t (µ) bias to ompute VMSSE. Note that
this onguration gives the ideal number of nodes to be drawn when using
VMSSEs.
 Simp(B): the hierar hy was traversed with the oherent HLOD ulling algorithm proposed in [12℄ using VMSSE to rene the hierar hy.
 Coh(B): the hierar hy was traversed with our new oherent HLOD ulling
algorithm (see Se tion 4) using VMSSE to rene the hierar hy.

5.2 Speedup
Figure 4 shows the whole sequen e of drawn nodes together with the frame rates
for the two s enes. All s ene statisti s have been summarized in Table 1.
It an be seen that our new predi tion algorithm signi antly redu es the
number of drawn nodes ompared to both Bool and Simp(B), whi h also translates dire tly into higher framerates. The main reason for the redu tion of drawn
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nodes with respe t to Bool was the use of VMSSE instead of SSE within renement onditions. The speedup obtained by using the VMSSE is learer per eived
in s enes with higher depth omplexity in whi h the savings in number of drawn
nodes are greater. The redu tion of number of drawn nodes with respe t to
Simp(B) follows from the tighter approximation of the ideal number of nodes
to be drawn, whi h relies on the method to approximate the VMSSE bias. The
omparison to SW (B) shows that our new approa h is within 1% from the ideal
number of nodes to be drawn, whereas the Simp(B) method draws up to 25%
more nodes. It is also worth noting that the pre ision of Simp(B) depends on
the s ene depth omplexity: it behaves poorly in s enes with higher depth om-

Table 1. Statisti s for the test s enes. DN is the number of drawn nodes, RARN is the
number of nodes that on e rendered in a given frame need further renement within
the same frame and D is the number of nodes delayed for rendering. FPS is the number
of frames per se ond, and Speedup is the relative speedup of Coh(B) with respe t to
the given method. All presented values are averages over all frames

Stats

s ene 1
s ene 2
full resolution model ≈ 5M △′ s full resolution model ≈ 12M △′ s
number of HLOD nodes ≈ 12k number of HLOD nodes ≈ 21k

S enario
Bool
SW (B)
Simp(B)
Coh(B)

DN RARN D FPS Speedup DN RARN D FPS Speedup
217
- 169.9 1.13
468.5
- 92.9
1.40
181.4
- 47.3
4.04
302.1
- 68.2
1.91
200
5
- 173.6 1.10
377.8 4.3
- 105.4
1.23
183.3 0.1 4.7 191.6
303.9 0.4 4.2 130.2
-
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plexities (s ene 2), whereas the new method handles this types of s enes very
well.
The only sour e for visual artifa ts inherent in the traversal algorithm (as
opposed to the VMSSE al ulation) is the ase when there are some nodes that
need to be rened even though they have already been rendered in the same
frame (RARN). Fortunately, unlike for Simp(B), for Coh(B) we have found
this value to be always negligible. The reason is that our delay strategy for the
nodes where the stop renement ondition is predi ted to be shifted up ee tively minimizes RARN. Additionally, the RARN redu tion is a hieved without
hindering performan e: the average number of nodes that are delayed for rendering out of the total number of drawn nodes for the two s enes are only 2.56%
and 1.39%, respe tively.

5.3 Image quality
We have measured the dieren e between the nal ideal image obtained by Bool
and the one obtained by Coh(B) by randomly sele ting 20 frames of ea h inspe tion sequen e and omputing the peak signal-to-noise ratio dieren e (psnr ).
This measure has been traditionally used as an estimator of the distortion introdu ed by ompression algorithms [14℄ and orresponds to the ratio of the power
of a parti ular signal and the orrupting noise. The average and standard deviation psnr values (luminan e (l) and hrominan e (Cb and Cr ) omponents of
the olors, repe tively) for the 20 frames are: l = 42.84 ± 3.22, Cb = 67.04 ± 3.68
and Cr = 56.2 ± 3.65 for s ene 1; and l = 35.51 ± 1.4, Cb = 59.34 ± 1.55 and
Cr = 48.69 ± 1.58 for s ene 2. The fa t that psnr > 30 for all olor omponents
indi ates that the proposed method pra ti ally does not alter the nal image
quality [14℄.
To emphasize the inuen e on image quality aused by Coh(B), for ea h node
in the front we have olored the geometry from blue to magenta to red a ording
to the severity level of the modulation introdu ed by the bias: blue represents
regions of the model where the modulation is weak, magenta represents regions
where the modulation is moderate and red represents regions where the modulation is strong (see Figure 5). Note that the use of Coh(B) attenuates the bias,
i.e., the stronger the bias is, the less likely it is that the node is a tually visible
(see the last olumn in Figure 5). On the other hand, whilst in Simp(B) the
appearan e of visual artifa ts is ommon, in Coh(B) we pra ti ally eliminated
this problem (see the rst two olumns in Figure 5 and also the a ompanying
video).

5.4 Summary of results
The results show that the proposed method is superior with respe t to the previous state-of-the-art methods both in the framerate as well as in the image quality
obtained. In omparison to the method of Gobetti et al. [6℄ (Bool), the referen e
solution for image quality measurements, we obtain a speedup of 1.13 − 1.4,
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Test s enes: sele ted frame of the visualization sequen es when using Simp(B)
and Coh(B). The last olumn orresponds to a visualization (from the user viewpoint)
of the introdu ed modulation of the nodes sele ted to be drawn due to the VMSSE
bias (Bs,t (µ)) in Coh(B). The small frames in the rst two olumns orrespond to a
detail in the s enes to show the possible appearan e of visual artifa ts due to RARN.
Models ourtesy of Standford Graphi s Group.
Fig. 5.

whi h is signi ant, while the visual quality of our method does not in ur a pereivable penalty. In omparison to the method of Charalambos [7℄ (Simp(B)),
the speedup is about 1.1 − 1.2. However, that te hnique shows frequent visual
artifa ts whi h might not be a eptable in walkthrough or inspe tion appli ations, and whi h the new method avoids. Therefore, the proposed solution is
qualitatively superior while still managing to be faster.

6

Con lusions

We have presented an algorithm to integrate HLOD and o lusion ulling. The
main ontribution is that the algorithm losely approa hes the optimal set of
primitives to render while avoiding visual artifa ts exhibited by previous methods. We demonstrate signi antly improved performan e when ompared to previous approa hes. The main idea is to exploit temporal oheren e and make use
of the visibility information returned by hardware o lusion queries to determine the simpli ation degree of nodes. The method also has a straightforward
implementation.
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